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ENGINEERS PRIDE 

Announces  New batches 

Batch Name Exam Who should 
join? 

Starts on Scheduled 
Completion 

TOTAL FEE 

Target Batch ESE/GATE-2018 B.Tech Final 
Year/Pass-out 

Students 

23rd  July 
2017 
@10AM 

Dec 2017 
(06 months) 

Rs. 40,000/- 
(02 Instalments) 

Target Batch SSC-JE-2017 B.Tech Final 
Year/Pass-out 

Students 

24th July 
2017@4PM 

Dec 2017 
(06 months) 

Rs. 20,000/- 
(02 Instalments) 

Foundation Batch-
1 

ESE/GATE-2019 B.Tech 3rd Year 
Students 

27th July 
2017@4PM 

June 2018 
(12 months) 

Rs. 40,000/- 
(02 Instalments) 

Foundation Batch-
2 

ESE/GATE-2020 B.Tech 2nd  
Year Students 

27th July 
2017@4PM 

June 2019 
(24 months) 

Rs.60,000/- 
(03 Instalments) 

Note1- Free demo class of 15hrs for Each subject (Engineers Pride is the only Institute that provides 
free demo classes for each subject)  

Note2- Target Batch/ESE/GATE-2018 has to attend classes on all the 07 days of week (i.e.  Monday-
Friday 4PM to 8PM & Saturday 4PM to 8PM & Sunday 8AM to 8PM). As I.E.S.  B. Chand sir teaches very 
slowly so number of teachings are very high as compared to other coaching institutes in the market 

Note3- The 11th May 2017 batch has to attend classes only on weekends as major part of the syllabus 
has been already covered in summer vacations 

Note4-All the technical subjects will be taken by (I.E.S+IITian).-  B. Chand Sir 
Note5-  Subject-wise fee  Rs. 4000/-  Per subject 

 
For Complete classroom schedule  visit www.engineerspride.org   call 7014 32 0833 

 
Office/Classroom Address- 1st Floor, Khushi Tower, besides Bank of Baroda, 
Main Kumbha Marg, Near Queen’s Academy School,Pratap Nagar, Jaipur, 
Rajasthan,7014 32 0833   , 9660 80 7149 

 
 

Also read (inside)-   

 Who is I.E.S.  B.Chand? 
 How to select a good coaching institute?(Must read) 
 List of Good Text books of Civil Engineering/IES/GATE/SSC-JE(for-Self-Study) 
 What is difference between Engineers Pride and other coaching institutes? (Must read) 

http://www.engineerspride.org/
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Who is I.E.S. B. Chand? 

1st Class B.Tech (CE) IIT Guwahati, Ex Assistant Commandant, IES(Indian Railways), Excellent Teacher for 
UPSC-ESE/GATE (Delhi),Guide and Motivational speaker since-2012.His ultimate goal is to spread the 
knowledge of civil engineering. 

How to select a good coaching institute? Read out following points 
carefully. 

1.Take admission on the name of faculty not on the 
name of Coaching Institute 

4. Make sure the owner of the coaching is successful 
person (IES/IITian) because unsuccessful person can 
not make you successful. 

2.Do not ever trust the previous selections of any 
coaching because more than 90% results are either 
fake or purchased. 

5. Try to know the goal of the coaching. If coaching 
owner is a  hard working and intelligent teacher then 
his goal is to spread the knowledge but if the 
coaching owner is  simply a business then trust me 
he/she will spoil your career like anything .His/Her 
target is  making money at your career’s risk. 

3. In every coaching faculty team changes every year, 
you never know the inside story so  before taking 
admission make sure which faculty is teaching which 
subject and what are their previous feedbacks? 

6. In case you are not able to utilize above 05 points 
then use  following master trick -  just take free demo 
classes of each subject. Remember take demo class 
of each subject and take admission subject-wise 
only. In this way no coaching wala’s  can make you 
fool 

Note1-Engineers Pride is the only Institute of India that provides free Demo classes(15hrs) of each subject 
and also provides facility of subject-wise admission 
Note2- Take feedback from old /current students of IES B Chand  

 

List Of Good Books/CE/ESE/GATE-  Self Study Purpose 

1. SOM-  R.K. Bansal 7. DSS- S.K DUGGAL 
2. FM- R.K. Bansal 8. PPM- S K SRIVASTVA 
3. Survey- N.N. Basak 9. TRANSPO- JUSTO 
4. BMCT- Nevellie & Brookes 10.HYDROLOGY- SUBRAMANYAM 
5. TOS- C.K. Wang 11.ENVIRO- 
6. RCC/PSC- MENON AND PILLAI+NPTEL 12. GEOTECH- B M DAS 

13. ENGG MATHEMATICS- B S GREWAL 
Note1-Read above books along with Engineers Pride Class notes written by I.E.S. B. Chand  
for better understanding- freely available 
Note-2 Get Engineers Pride class notes for ESE paper1(General Studies and Engineering  
Aptitude)-Freely available 
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Difference between Engineer’s Pride & Other Institutes 

Aspect Other Institutes( There are of mainly 02 types of coachings in the market, 
smaller and bigger ones) 

Engineer’s Pride 

 Smaller Institutes Bigger Institutes 

Faculty & Class 
room strength 

They have very less students and very 
low fee structure so it is impossible 
for them to hire highly qualified and 
well experienced faculty. As on today 
good faculty charges minimum Rs. 
4000/- per hour but these Institutes 
can afford up-to Rs. 400-1200/- per 
hour only 

Yes, These institutes have got good 
faculty but at the same time class 
room strength is 500+ and in such 
a big class it’s practically 
impossible to maintain one to one 
student- teacher interaction. 
Average /below average students 
are not able to learn fundamental 
concepts properly.95% students sit 
in the class like a statue 

In the Engineer’s Pride, Chief faculty is Mr. B. 
Chand, who is I.E.S.(Indian Railways)+IITian 
(B.Tech/CE/IITG)+5 Years of teaching 
experience with Delhi’s big coaching Institutes 
+ SSC-JE/AIR(Gen)-04 rank. Here Class room 
strength is strictly kept limited so that 
average/below average students can clear 
their doubts in the classroom easily. 

Number of 
teaching hours 

These coaching institutes always try 
to minimize the standard duration of 
teaching  to survive in the market 

These institutes also curtail the 
standard duration of teaching to 
save the time of faculty so that 
more number of new batches can 
be run because in the market 
there is a big shortage of good 
faculty so they  try to utilize the  
available faculty for maximum 
output 

Engineer’s Pride runs only one batch in the 
whole year in one shift so no question of hurry. 
On the other hand not much payment is to be 
paid to outside faculty as most of technical 
subjects are taught be I.E.S. B. Chand only. Mr. 
B. Chand is working hard since 2008 to get 
mastery on engineering subjects with full 
dedication. 

Last 25 years 
IES/GATE/SSC-JE  
class room paper 
solution  

Note-As on today no coaching institute in India is solving last 25 years 
papers of IES/GATE/SSC-JE in their class room. As you might be aware that 
in the final  exam  of ESE/GATE/SSC-JE almost 80% concepts are  directly 
being repeated every year and generally cut-off is around 50-60% for most 
of the examinations so solving these old papers means sure shot selection 

Engineer’s Pride solves last 25 years papers of 
these examinations in the classroom .This 
unique feature is available only with Engineer’s 
Pride in entire India. 

Class Notes Faculty is not well qualified so quality 
of class notes is poor 

In these institutes faculty is always 
in hurry so again class notes 
quality is poor and not in detail 

Here faculty is well qualified and experienced 
so class notes quality is very good.(Just have a 
look once) Faculty is not in hurry so all the 
notes are in very much detail which is need of  
the hour in such a competitive environment   

Printed study  
material 

Full of errors and copied from  each 
other 

Not so good. Prepared in such a way that even below 
average student can understand it 
completely(under process) 

Test Series Very poor quality Good quality HIGHLY Good quality 

Free demo classes They do not have good faculty so 
can’t provide demo classes .They will 
take your money first. They are 
running institutes completely with the 
help of marketing tectics. At max they 
can provide demo class of one subject 
and will take your whole money. Who 
and how will be taught other 
subjects? No-body knows  

For them neither your admission 
matters nor selection so they do 
not provide demo classes. They 
have developed big business brand 
so every year thousands of 
students are becoming fool just 
after seeing fake results and 
misleading marketing tactics.  

Engineer’s Pride   provide free demo classes for 
each subject to all the students. 

Identification of 
Owner 

These Institutes are run by people 
who never qualified in IES /GATE 
exams. How can they take good 
decision for the students who are 
preparing for IES/GATE? They are 
hidden faces. They never display 
about them on their website also. 

These are pure businesses. 
Business of education is very 
dangerous for the society. It 
should be stopped. 

The Director is successful person so he can 
understand the situation of students and can 
make better and effective policies for them. 
JUST MEET ENGINEERS PRIDE STUDENTS 
ONCE. 
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Unique Features of Engineers Pride 
1. Engineers Pride is run by an IITian and I.E.S. (Indian Railways) officer- Mr. B. Chand, 
who is teaching, guiding and motivating civil engineering students since 2012 

2.All the technical subjects  are taken by I.E.S.-  B. Chand only at Engineers Pride 

3.No student is asked for fee for 1st 15 hours of each subject whereas in other institutes 1st of 
all you have to deposit the fee and after that only you can enter the classroom 

4.No institute of India provides subject-wise admission but Engineers Pride provides you 
subject-wise admission. Engineers pride has got highly talented and well qualified faculty so  
providing  demo classes for each subject is pleasure here but other institutes are afraid of 
providing demo classes of each subject, at the max they will provide you demo class of one 
or two  subject but not for all subjects because their faculty is not so good for all the subjects 

5.In other coaching institutes some faculty might be good but not all .Here at Engineers Pride 
all tech subjects are taught by B. Chand sir so you are in the safe hands. 

6.As you know that in the paper of ESE/GATE/SSC-JE , every year approx. 80%  questions 
have repetitive concepts so  Engineers Pride solves last 25 years questions in classroom itself. 
No coaching in India is doing so. 

7.I.E.S. -B. Chand is available to his classroom students 24hrs on Whatsapp for all kind of 
doubts. In other institutes students never get a chance to meet their teachers. 

8.In other coaching institutes faculty come and teach and then go. After that if you face 
any doubt who will clear?? Just think about it. At Engineers Pride  I.E.S. B. Chand is 
available for all the technical subjects for the complete year 

9.Engineers Pride is making Digital Library for highly weak students .The library will have 
all the classroom videos of I.E.S.  B. Chand .These videos can be watched any number of 
times free of cost. 

10.Engineers Pride conducts personality development workshops for their classroom students 
so that they can learn public speaking, yoga ,pranayama  and meditation techniques ,which 
are the need of the hour in such a competitive environment. 

Office/Classroom Address- 1st Floor, Khushi Tower, besides Bank 
of Baroda, Main Kumbha Marg, Near Queen’s Academy 
School,Pratap Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan,7014 32 0833   , 9660 80 7149 

 

 


